
Meeting Swedish Society Thursday 26th. Of April 

The Amari Hotel Hua Hin 19.00 hours. 

Welcome to the Audience and it’s the intention to keep the information talk not to 
be longer than 30 minutes. 

 
Many thanks to the Board for inviting us for the fourth time in six years. 

This time we’ve asked the Society to ask the members for question so we can 

follow up and we’ve received 10 questions which will be answered now. 

After this maybe some questions can be responded depending the time left? 

Travel/Medical Insurance 
Explanation the Primary and Secondary Insurance. 

The Primary Insurance is your National Health Insurance which covers you and the 
Secondary Insurance is the (possible) Travel Insurance. The Company which you 
have the contract with for the Home Insurance in Sweden most likely can Claim 
the extensive Medical Costs arisen abroad from the Primary Insurance?  
 
Is there a good Travel Insurance which can cover us after the 45 Days of the Home Insurance 
and can also do when over 70 Years of age at a reasonable premium? 

The extension of the Home (Travel) Insurance is quite expensive but has a good 
quality. Better to use this when you can afford it. We have 2 possibilities, ACS for a 
lifetime maximum of 12 Months and Pacific Cross (PC) for maximum 180 Days. 
All pre-existing conditions always excluded, also congenital (from birth). Example 
Skin cancer and Kidney Stones and for Treatment for this you’ll never get a 
reimbursement for.   
 
I’ve heard the Thai Government will require a Medical Insurance when you apply for a Visa 
or Residence Permit and they are planning you can buy when you enter Thailand. Is this 
true? 

We’ve also heart from this but we’ll have to wait and see what will happen. 
However we know from the Medical Insurance for Workers from other Asean 
Countries who can be insured for about 2.000 B. per Year, only for Public Hospitals 
 



What will the Insurance Company decide to a possible Reimbursement following an 
Operation after an Optician discovered Thrombosis in my eye?    

This is not easy to answer. We’re not a Doctor and an Optician also isn’t so you will 
have to go to an Eye Specialist and depending his Medical Declaration the 
Insurance Company will decide if it’s pre-existing or not. 
 
Is it possible for a person of over 70 years of age to apply for a Medical Insurance (not 
Travel)? 

Yes we do have 4 Companies at the moment which will be able to offer you 

coverage for a Healthcare Insurance. Please visit our Office and we’ll explain or 

write an Email? 

Home and Contents Insurance 
How are Thai people assessing the value of the Furniture and so on in the House Insurance? 
Are both the Building and the Belongings insured under the Policy? 
What is the difference having the House Insured in Sweden comparing to Thailand? More 
specific concerning Burglary, Water damage, Fire and so on. It’s no point in getting Insurance 
for a House in Thailand? 

Since the Underwriters to also the Thais Companies mainly are Western, the Terms 
of Policy mainly are the same as in the rest of the World. The Premium and 
Coverage of a Home & Contents Insurance is based on the real Rebuilt and 
Replacement Value and without Land and Foundation. Of course there are minor 
differences and based on the Environment and mentality per Region. For Instance 
insuring Jewelry is not easy and only some Companies do at a high Premium. In 
Area’s where Flood is a regular phenomenon this will not be covered unless by the 
Government, but not in Thailand I expect. 
Important always is you can prove what has been lost and there are 2 possibilities, 
keep the Receipts and save Photos or do both. 
For Burglary the Companies always will ask for a Policy Report which also has to 
mention there have been remarks or damage to show where the uninvited guests 
cane in. Easy and not nice but important, no signs means no reimbursement. 
When Water damage, be aware that underground Pipe systems are not covered 
and also not the damage following the breakage. Normally at for instance a hole in 
the Roof and the Water has come in, the repairments to the Roof has to be paid by 
yourself and the damage following can be claimed at the Insurance Company. 
Electrical Damage only will be paid when Overload of Electricity and must be 
proved by for instance blackened wires. 



Never go to the Company directly and always use your Agent to provide 
misunderstandings. Your Agent is there for you and take advantage from him/her 
for Tips and Support. 
There are many Companies able to apply for Coverage but make sure you buy 
from a Company who can provide all Paperwork in English and ask for the 
Underwriting Company. 
You can buy Insurance from 0.1 to 0.3% per Year and this means that a reasonable 
Home and Contents Coverage of 5.000.000 B. will cost 5.500 till 10.000 B., 
depending your demands. And yes to the last question, it makes sense insuring the 
Property for that money!!        
 
 

Motor Insurance 
What does the Basic Motorbike Insurance Cover? How can we make sure we have a better 
coverage? 

The Compulsory Insurance called “porobol” in Thai is really a minimum insurance 
which will not be allowed to have in Europe. It covers for both Cars and Motor 
bikes just 50.000 B. for Hospital costs and 200.000 B. for Death and Disability to 
the Third Parties. Also 15.000 B. are insured for Medical Aid for yourself as the 
Driver and 1 Passenger at Motorbike up to 4 in a Car. 
Property damage is not covered at all. 
A proper Third Party insurance can be bought for an Annual Premium of about 
3.500 Baht and a First Class for a (small) Motorbike for about 1.000 B. extra. 
A First Class Car Insurance is already available from about 10.000 B. and depends 
on the age, type and value of the Car.    
 
What can possibly go wrong when involved to an Accident; 
I’ve made a call to the Emergency Desk of the Company and it was remarkable the Staff was 
not able to speak reasonable English. 

The Companies we use must have a decent English speaking Desk and provide the 
Policies in English. The Emergency desk No. normally has an answering machine to 
press a number for English. They always will ask for the Policy No, the Place of 
Accident and your Phone No. and a Lost Surveyor of the Company will call you 
back. In most situations Upcountry these people are Freelancers and are working 
for different Companies. The English indeed sometimes is really poor. 
 



I have the feeling the Police and other Party were trying to make me at Fault to the 
Accident. They’ve even had Eye witnesses helping them which I never had seen before. 
What can I do? 

Unhappily we’re in an Asian Country where corruption is still present and it’s not 
easy to get your right sometimes. We for sure will try to help you but I personally 
had the experience I’d to give up and better than to fight to the end for my rights 
with possible undesired consequences.  
 
The Car need to be repaired following an Accident. I don’t get a Rental Car from the 
Company and is that normal? 

Indeed in our Country it will be normal you can use the Rental Car from the 
Workshop or you can use a Rental Car for the time being. In Thailand no Company 
we are aware of will provide or pay for a Rental Car I’m afraid and next answer will 
explain why. 
 
It took over 3 weeks I got my Car back while in Sweden it should have taken only few Days. 
How is this possible? 

Again we’re not in a Western Country, where Technicians are well educated. In 
Thailand for instances an Electrician most likely learns from his Father? 
Especially in the high Season when many Accidents happen the Workshops are 
fully occupied, also because Hua Hin has been and is growing too fast probably. 
Also we have to deal with Planning and ordering Spare parts. Probably all us 
present here know there’s something to learn about this over here? 
All of this leads to a long period before we get our Car back. Insurers know this 
also and that’s why they cannot be responsible for the Rental Car.    
 
Is it really true one can be put in Jail when somebody is badly injured or worse following an 
Accident? 

Yes, when somebody has been damaged severely or the costs will be very high, the 
Policy/Judge can decide to demand your Passport or lock you in. In case you have a 
proper insurance the Company will bail you out. A rule in Thailand is that when 
you’re at Fault to an Accident and somebody is injured and cannot work for over 
20 Days it will be automatically a Court case. Yes we have experience this has been 
used pressurizing Tourists to pay “under the table” to catch the scheduled 
outbound flight.    
 
 
 



How are a Rental Cars/ Motorbikes Insured in Thailand? 

Motor bikes cannot be insured for Commercial purposes and thus only have the 
Compulsory and Cars can be done but most Thai (Private) Lessors use a Private 
Insurance which is about 15% cheaper. It means officially these Cars are not 
insured when the Company finds out you pay for it. It can give huge problems 
because it can lead to unpaid bills and you will be liable for it I’m afraid.  
 

General; 
We would like to require for information to a House, Car, Motor bike and Healthcare 
Insurance? 

We of course are very glad with new or existing Clients willing to probably insure 
the whole Package and we would like to invite you to our Office where our Staff or 
Matt and I can inform you at demand. Please always bring your Passport and when 
you would like to have your Home and Contents insured the House book and the 
estimated square meters of the House and value of the Contents. 
For Motor bike and Car Insurance we also need the Driving license and blue Car- or 
green Motor bike book. 
 

Thanks for Attention and have a Pleasant Evening. 
 
For Information please contact: 
Andre Vromans and Matthieu Heijligenberg 
CQB Consultancy Co. Ltd. and AA Insurance Brokers 
Won Chomsin Building 504 
83/14 Phetkasem Road, Hua Hin, Prachuab Khiri Khan 77110 
(same Building as TLC Language School, between Soi 78 and 80 on the Beach side on the 5th. Floor) 

Office +66 32532783 
Andre +66 894100163 
Matt   +66 810067008 
huahinaa@hotmail.com 
www.insureinthailand.com 
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